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MID YEAR REVIEW
INVESTMENT THESES 2014
Our theses in retrospect and our outlook on

Geographical regions

the second half of the year

5. Outperformance of Europe and Japan
We were only partially right on our statement.

Stock markets
1. Volatile and eventually flat equity markets

While peripheral markets in Europe gained
some ground, the Japanese market clearly
disappointed. In the long run, we maintain our

with sizeable corrections

positive stance on Japan although this market

Due to tapering in the U.S., stock markets have

will remain no stranger to a possible correction

corrected in the first quarter. Nevertheless,

either. However, we estimate peripheral Euro-

stock prices reached new all-time highs in

pean countries to be more severely exposed

Europe and the US. We still expect a correction

towards such a correction.

in the second half and eventually flat markets.

Bonds
2. Rising interest rates and disappointing
earnings in the short run

6. Stiffening of the yield curve and rising longterm rates

Interest rates – contrary to our expectations –

The yield curve shifted downwards over the

have not risen and the majority of corporate

first half contrary to our predictions. Short term

earnings surprised positively. In accordance with

as well as long term interest rates further

the signals communicated by global central

declined. We continue to see the short end of

banks, we expect no longer a sustainable rise in

the yield curve low while adjusting our estima-

interest rates.

tes for the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield to
2.25-2.75%.

Sectors
3. Overweight on healthcare and consumer
goods companies as well as selective technology stocks
Our sector preference was accurate in large
parts. Especially healthcare and technology
stocks outperformed the broad market. In
expectation of a correction, we continue to
prefer defensive names out of the healthcare

7. Avoid government bonds, favour corporate
bonds with short duration
The decline of 10-year U.S. Treasury-yields
below 2.5% boosted long-rated bonds. Based
on our new expectations, we increase our
duration but continue to avoid government
bonds.

and consumer goods sectors and selectively

Currencies

solid technology stocks with attractive valua-

8. Strong USD

tions.
4. Real assets catching up
Stocks of the real asset sector recovered well
over the first half and increased significantly.
Our favorites in the oil sector were on the spot.
Due to their strong performance in the first half
we realize some profits. The oil price has
momentarily overshot based on uncertainties of
geopolitical nature.

Although the USD has been volatile, the greenback remained robust. A stock market correction could strengthen the USD which is why we
maintain our overweight USD position.
9. Stable CHF, depreciation of the Yen
The SNB holds onto their 1.20 EUR/CHF-limit.
Quantitative easing in Japan did not lead to a
further depreciation of the yen so far, compared
to key currencies. We expect a continued
weakness of the yen over the long run and see
the EUR/CHF converge to the SNB-fixed rate of
1.20.

